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GLOSSARY 
.AFOC - (Aid to Families with Dependent Children) - A program autho-
rized by the Social Security Act to provide financial assistance and 
social services to needy families with children. 
AFDC Payment Reduction - The reduction of the AFDC assistance payment 
due to the earnings from the empJ.oyment of a WIN participant or the 
refusal of an individual to participate in the WIN Program. 
Certification - The process of verifYing requested self-support services 
requested by WIN staff from the SAU have been provided and/or arranged 
and the individual is able to enter training or employment. Certifica-
tion must be completed for each registrant who will enter training or 
employment. 
De-registration - The process by which an individual is removed from 
registrant status in the WIN program. 
Exempt - An AFDC recipient who is not legally required to register for 
employment or training under the WIN program. 
IMU (Income IJ..a.intenance Unit) - The staff of the Welfare Agency that is 
responsible for the case review, registration, referrals to vocational 
rehabilitation, and de-registration. 
Job Entry - The entrance into unsubsidized employment by a WIN partici-
pant. Such entrance can either be due in same way to WIN efforts or 
unrelated to WIN. 
Mandatory Registrant - An individual who is registered for the WIN pro-
gram as a condition of his eligibility for welfare. 
Participant - A WIN registrant who has been appraised by the WIN staff, 
accepted as appropriate for participation in WIN, and for whom an 
Employability Plan has been initiated. 
Placement - The process of successf'ully moving participants who are job-
ready into unsubsidized employment for purposes of this report, "place-
ments" are always WIN-Related. 
Realized Savings - AFDC grant reductions actually achieved. 
Registrant - An AFDC recipient who is required by the 1971 amendments to 
the Social Security Act, or volunteers to register for manpower services, 
training, and employment as a condition for benefits and has signed a 
completed registration form. 
Registration - The process by which a non-exempt or volunteer AFDC appli-
cant agrees to accept manpower services, training and employment in the 
WIN program. 
.~· 
( 
--
Supportive Services - Those services provided by the SAU, such as: 
child care, tnedical services, home management services, housing ser-
vices, etc., which are necessary to enable participation in employment 
or training. 
Voluntary Registrant - An individual who volunteers to register ~or the 
WIN program although he is not legislatively required to do so. 
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CHAPrER I 
BACKGROUND OF THE WIN PROGRAM 
Origin - The Work Incentive Program (WIN) was authorized by the 1967 
amendments to the Social Security Act, Part c, Title IV. The program 
was designed to provide the services and opportunities necessary to 
assist recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFTIC) to 
shift from welfare dependency to self-support through stable employment. 
--The Department of Human Services and Department of Manpower Affairs 
jointly administer the WIN program in the State of Maine. 
Changes: WIN II - In December, 1971, Congress enacted amendments to 
Title rv of the Social Security Act to provide for improvements to the 
Work Incentive program. The major thrust of these changes were: 
1). to redirect the program' s focus toward actual employment 
and away from training, 
2). to require that at least one-third of all manpower funds ~ 
be expended for on-the-job training and public service 
employment, 
3). to require the mandatory registration of AFDC applicants, 
unless these applicants are specifically exempted. 
EligibilitY. - As a condition of eligibility for AFDC, all individuals 
must register for WIN, unless that individual is: 
1). a child who is under age 16 or attending school f'ull 
time; 
2). a person who is ill, incapacitated, or of advanced age; 
3). a person so remote from a WIN project that his effective 
participation is precluded; 
4). a person whose presence in the home is required because 
of illness or incapacity of another member of the household; 
5). a mother or other relative of a child under the age of six 
who is caring for the child; 
6). the mother or other female caretaker of a child, if the 
father or another adult male relative is in the home. 
In addition, individuals under AFOC may volunteer for participation in 
the WIN program. 
Registration - The welfare agency completes a registration form for each 
mandatory or voluntary registrant and forwards it to the WlN Manpower 
Unit (WIN/M\). Information contained on the form is used by WlN/MA to 
screen the "employability potential" of the registrants. 
Intake - After screening the registration forms, the WlN staff conducts 
an appraisal interview of the registrants. An employability plan is 
initiated for those L~dividuals accepted as appropriate for participation 
in WlN. The welfare staff participates with WlN/MA in the appraisal inter-
view to assist in determining the necessary support services, such as child 
care, needed by the individual to undertake employment or training for em-
ployment. The welfare agency also certifies that services requested by the 
WIN/MA staff have been provided or arranged for the participant. 
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S~ortive Services - Child care and other welfare social services are 
o~n essential to employment of recipients. These services are provided 
through separate administrative units (SAU) of the Department of Human 
Services. other services provided may include: family planning, medical 
examination, home management, and transportation. 
Manpower Services - When appropriate work is available, w:rn participants 
enter jobs directly. Where employment is not immediately available or 
where further training may be necessary, participants may be assigned to 
various program components, depending upon the degree and types of ser-
vices identified as necessary in their employability plan. 
Available components include: 
1). On-the Job Training (Wlli/OJT) whereby a participant is employed 
under contract for structured skill training with public or private em-
ployers who are reimbursed for up to 50 percentum of trainee wages. A 
participant :ts to be hired with an expectation of continuing employment 
in the occupation for which trained, and the occupation should require 
sufficient skill to warrant a training period of not less than four weeks. 
Occupations which have not traditionally required specific occupational 
training as a prerequisite are not eligible. 
2). Public Service Employment (PSE) whereby a participant for whom a 
job in the regular economy cannot be found, is placed with a transitional 
subsidized job in a public or private nonprofit agency. PSE employers may 
be subsidized for employment costs at the rate of 100 percentum for the 
first year, 75 percentum for the second year, and 50 percentum for the third 
year. 
3). Skill Training, Classroom Training, Work Experience whereby a par-
ticipant is placed in an environment of organized training to achieve nec-
essary background in a specific category for placement on the job. 
Job Entry - When participants begin employment, their welfare grants are 
adjusted according to the wages they receive. 
De-registration- If the participant's income is sufficient to remove the 
individual from welfare, that individual is "de-registered" from wm and 
is terminated from the AFDC program. If the individual's income is not 
sufficient to remove that person from the welfare rolls, the person contin-
ues to collect a perhaps reduced AFDC grant and continues to be considered 
as a participant of the w:rn program. 
Tax Credit - An additional change was also provided by the Revenue Act of ~ 
1971. This law provided a tax credit to employers who hired wm registrants. '' 
Funding - The contribution rates are up to 90 percentum Federal and at least 
10 percentum State in the provision of funding. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY OF EVALUATION 
Section A 
Phase I: Rate of Placement 
Phase I of this report represents an analysis of the success rate of the 
WIN program. Success rate is defined as a unit of measure which represents 
validly claimed placements in gainful employment of AFDC recipients referred 
for this purpose. 
The selection of the sample for review was important since it was necessary 
for the wm program to have at least one full year for executing the services 
necessary to bring about employment. The month of February, 1975 (the only 
month in which a complete list of referrals was obtainable that still main-
tained our desired twelve month span) was selected. Each Human Services 
district office was requested to send a list of all (Mandatory and Voluntary) 
AF:OC recipients who had been referred to Wlli in that month. 
Each referral's folder was analyzed at the local wm district offices for 
documented evidence indicating whether a participant was either non-placeable 
or placeable. The latter was further refined by documented evidence to estab-
lish what would then constitute a rate of placement. 
Section B 
Phase II: Generated Savings on Placements 
Generated savings on AF:OC grants from w:rn placements is a major product of 
the Work Incentive Program; therefore, Phase II was important in that it 
established a valid sample for measuring the savings generated. The criteria 
utilized were: 
1). The number of job entries in the selected month to be as close 
as possi'ble to the average in a given one year period. The list as reported 
to us by WlN consisted of 15 months of job entries totaling 2,039 employed 
participants resulting in a monthly average of 136 per month. 
2). Our sample month should permit a subsequent one year indepth study 
for determining the generated savings on AFDC grants. 
3). The month of January, 1975 was found to be the closest to the 
average nUI:J.ber of job entries (133) as well as being the median month for 
all job entry reports from October 1974 thru December 1975. 
The generated savings (both potential and actual) are computed on the basis 
of these placements i..'l January, 1975 with a limitation of either up to twelve 
months or employment termination, whichever comes first. Savings are calculated 
in two parts: 
1). Actual savings shows the exact reduction of the AF:OC grant. Also 
included are the total grant saved when a recipient's grant is closed due to 
employment but still being limited to the twelve month period. 
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2). Potential savings are the total amount which could be saved. 
Frequently, administrative and other difficulties prevent the full poten-
tial for savings from being realized, therefore, the reason for the dif-
ference between potential and actual savings. 
Section C 
Phase III: Cost/Savings (utilizing Phase II Data) 
The expenditures of the Departments of Human Services and Manpower Affairs 
were obtained for the WJN operation in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975. 
The expenditures were averaged on a monthly basis to arrive at an analysis 
of program costs versus AFOC savings (generated by WJN-rel.ated January, 1975 
job entries from Section B). 
Two different analyses are presented in this report. One version utilizes 
all employed recipients who generated savings (either partial or full) and 
applies these savings against the cost of WJN prior to acknowledging true 
savings to the taxpayer. The other utilizes only those individuals who were 
made independent from welfare. "Independent from welfare" relates to the 
evaluators' interpretation of the major purpose of WJN as stated in the 
Social Security Act. 
The premise behind these analyses is that true savings cannot be realized 
by the taxpayer until the cost of the WIN program is absorbed by the AFOC 
grant reductions. 
It is noted that the WIN program has considerable effect on state monies not 
only in the direct cost of the program itself but in the impact that the 
program has on the expenditures of AFOC dollars. Only the financial picture 
of WIN is presented for measuring success, even though we fully understand 
that certain social benefits may have been gained from WIN services. The 
latter was not pursued as this was not included within the scope of coverage 
established for the study. 
- 4 -
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CHAPTER III 
FINDJJilGS 
Section A 
Phase I: Rate of Placement 
Subsection I 
AFOC Referr&l.s from Human Services to WIN - February, 1975 
Classification 
Non-Placeable (Per Evaluation) 
Placeable (Per Evaluation) 
Total Referrals 
Exhibit 1 
_jf_ 
188 
146 
~ 
_j_ 
56.3 
43.7 
100.0 
GENERAL • • • • The above 334 recipients of AFDC were referred by the seven 
district offices of WIN/MA (Sanford, Portland, Lewiston, Augusta, Rockland, 
Bangor, and Presque Isle offices) for the purpose of bringing about employment. 
FINDING •••• Less than one half of those referred or 43.7 percent could 
conceivably be placed in gainfUl employment.* 
* According to the evaluators' analysis of AFOC and WIN files. 
Subsection 2 
Exhibit 2 
Referrals (February, 1975) - Non-Placeable 
Classification 
_jf_ _j_ 
1) Working at time of Referral 78 41.5 
30 16.0 
60 31.9 
4 2.1 
2) Subsequent Exemption (Af'ter Referral) 
3) Voluntary - Subsequently Disinterested 
4) Not Certifiable by SAU 
5) Health Exempted by WIN 16 8.5 
Total Non-Placeable 188 100.0 
GENERAL •••• The }:larlicipants in exhibit 2 include those individuals that 
the evaluators deemed appropriate to classify as non-placeable. 
CRITERIA • • • • The methodology utilized required the evaluator to "purify" 
the AFDC referrals, by deletion of the participants that WIN/MA would not, 
for justifiable cause, seek to place in employment. The five classifications 
in exhibit 2 came about after close examination of the case folders in the 
district offices. 
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FINDING •• n • Item one of exhibit 2 represents persons who are already 
working at the time of referral. The necessary handling of these cases 
by SAU and WIN/MA produces a needless and unproductive waste of resources. 
Federal regulation mandates, "As a condition of eligibility for AFOC under 
Title IV of the Social Security Act, all individuals must register for WIN, 
l.Ulless that individual is exempted." The exemptions listed do not incl.ude 
recipients who are gainfully employed. This procedure was reasonable under 
the concept of WIN that existed prior to the advent of WIN II, since there 
was the possibility of upgrading the earning capacity of AFDC recipients 
through training. On the other hand, WIN II changes passed by Congress in 
1971 assert a major thrust "to redirect the program's focus toward em:ploy-v ' 
ment and away from training;" therefore, a conflict exists on the major 
thrust of WIN II when employed recipients are referred to WIN. We mention 
this only as an observation due to the fact that this particular technique 
is federally mandated and a recommendation at the state level is not 
applicable. 
FINDING • • • • Item two of exhibit 2 represents persons who are subsequently 
exempted after referral and some create a needless and nonproductive use of 
resources. We noted 17 referrals in the test month that could have been 
eliminated from referral to WIN by lMU. 
RECOMMENDATION • • • • That IMU personnel exercise a more strict and caref'ul 
application of the exemption criteria for referral. 
FINDING • • ~ • Item three of exhibit 2 represents voluntary referrals to WIN 
who subsequently became disinterested and also represents nonproductive use 
of time in the handling. The major trouble spot for these referrals occurs 
in page 14 of the AFDC application form where the recipient of AFOC is re-
quested to fill out and sign the registration form. An implication of being 
denied P.FDC clearly exists on the form (see Attachment I) in that it induces 
recipients exempted from mandatory referral to register for WIN even though 
they were not interested. 
RECOMMENDATION •••• Changing of the phrase "I refuse to register (Knowing 
I won't. receive AFDC)" to read, "I refuse to register (Knowing I won't re-
ceive AFDC unless exempted as above)." 
- h -
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A TrENT ION: READ CAnEFUU.Y 
.The Jaw requirc3 that each AFDC recipient, who is 16 or older, nru:-;t rr:r:i;.tr.r for work: 
,.........~declared cx~mpt. Each member of your family (16 or older) nw;L corrmlcte And 
.: r~n the appropriate section below. Your application cannot be completed until this is 
Wed out. 
l. t;J:o,\,'i'J.O[·I FOil r:O'l'I!Elt (OH O'J'ili·::?. J\DULT FE~~'\L~) 
Name Address 
First Lnst Street or P.O. Box City or To't.'n 
CHECK Oilli OR rt.ORE BOX MlJ S!.GU 
-
I am exempt because: 
r::J I have a child under 6 c:J My husband is registered for WIN c:J I am disabled 
[:] I have to care for a sick family member c:J I am over 65 
r:J I cannot arrange transportation back and forth to work 
~E:J I rtfuse to register (knowing I won't receive AFDC)~ J\lo~~ - { ( 
c:J I hereby register for manpower services 
Signature of mothe~ (or ether adult femaJe) Date 
L. S t.·.l~ T IO i'I FOR FATi-iEH OH OTJ-fr.?. ADULT HALE) 
~1-IECK ONE OR r.m.E BOX AND SIGN 
--
- am exempt because: 
L::J I am disabled c:J I am over 65 c:J I have to care for a sick family member 
0 I cannot arrange transportation back and forth to work 
[::) I ~~ to register (knowing I won't receive AFDC) 
r::J I hereby register for manpower services 
-
. 
Si~;nature of i'athcr (o!' other ad:1lt male ) Date 
-
3. SEGTION FO.i. cttlln lb m o·n;, tl. (JON, 'l' FllJJ OUT J F IN SCHOOL) 
CHECK ONE OR MJRE BOX AND SIGH 
-- -
I am exempt because: 
Or am disabled 0 I h;;.ve to care for a sick family member 
Or cannot arrange transportation back and forth to work 
0 I re.f.'use to register (knowing I won't receive AFDC) 
0 I hereby rczintcr ~or manpower services 
-
Sii'Tnaturc of child not .in ;,chool Date 
For OHicc Use OnLY 
J<.:Xempt i ono Registrations 
-6 H R A T IC n s Mand Vol 
n D D D 0 D D D 1 2 3 l 2 3 
--
I 
r-
r 
Subsection # 3 
Referrals February, 1975 - Placeable 
Classification 
1) Placed by WIN 
2) WIN-Related Self-Obtained Employment 
3) Non WIN-Related Self-Obtained Employment 
Sub-Total Participants Employed during Year 
4) On-the-Job Training 
5) Clients Not Employed (Since Referral) 
Total Placeable 
Exhibit 3 
JL _jg_ 
28 19.2 
2 1.3 
10 6.8 
"""'1+0 27.3 
6 4.2 
100 68.5 
146 100.0 
-
CRITERIA • • • • Exhibit 3 includes all referrals not documented as non-
placeable and therefore considered by the evaluators as being employable 
participants in the WIN Program. 
FINDING •• o • 40 individuals or 27.3 percent of the placeable participants 
(or 12 percent of the total referrals) became gainf'ully employed during the 
one year period after February, 1975 either through WIN-related efforts or 
self-placement. 
FINDING •••• 6 individuals or 4.2 percent of the placeables (or 1.8 percent 
of the total referred) were engaged in OJT subsidized employment. Subsidized 
OJT wages are reimbursed to the employer on a contractual basis of up to 50 
percent with a minimum of four weeks and a maximum of fifty-two weeks, depend-
ing upon the complexity of the employment training. 
Exhibit 3a 
Referrals - Placeable - Clients Not Employed 
Cl&.ssification JL _jg_ 
1) Waiting For Training 4 4 
2) Training In Process 7 7 
3) Job Development In Process 10 10 
4) No Significant WIN Activity 79 79 
Total Clients Not Employed 100 100 
- -
(Percentage of Place~ble 68.5%) 
CRITERIA • • • • Any v.Titten record, no matter how slight, was used in deter-
mining the four classifications in exhibit 3a. 
FINDING •••• 100 individuals or 68.5 percent of the placeable participants 
were still not employed after one full year of participation in WIN. 
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FniDING •••• As indicated by items two and three of exhibit 3a a 
possibility exists that 14.3 percent of the placeable (or 6.3 percent 
of the referrals), will be employed in the near future since training 
or job development for employment is in process. 
GENERAL •••• Item 4 of exhibit 3a "No Significant Activity," is 
analyzed in further detail as follows: 
Exhibit 3a.l 
Referrals - Placeable - No Significant WIN Activity 
Classifications 
1) No Records Available at WIN 
2) Clients Rejected No Reason 
3) Initial L"'lquiry Only 
4) Extended Delay Since Last Contact 
5 ) No Ef'for-0 Due to Prior Experience 
6) Cannot Locate Client 
7) Family Problems Cited 
8) Temporarily Disabled 
Total No Significant Activity 
(Percentage of Placeables 54.1%) 
_jj_ _j_ 
15 19.0 
6 7.6 
25 31.6 
21 26.6 
2 2.5 
4 5.1 
5 6.3 
1 ~ 
1!2 100.0 
CRrTERIA •••• After close scrutiny of the records and/or discussion with 
the supervisors of the district offices, these referrals were placed in the 
eight classifications of exhibit 3a.l. 
FINDING • • • • 79 individuals or 54.1 percent of the placeable participants 
(or 23.7 percent of the total referrals) constitute those individuals who 
have a somewhat remote chance of becoming employed or obtaining training 
services frorr. WIN due to the fact that twelve months elapsed after referral. 
New referrale are received every month by WIN and receive the major portion 
of available WIN effort. 
FniDING •••• Of the 79 individuals above, 52 constitute mana.da.tory re-
ferrals fro~ the Department of Human Services. The primary significance 
of this fact is that if any of these individuals refuse to accept employment 
and/or training, they can be removed from the AFDC grant after the accomplish-
ment of certain administrative procedures. It then becomes important, from a 
practical point of view, to fully explore the intentions toward employment of 
all mandatory referrals in order to determine that person's eligibility for an 
AFDC grant. 
RECOMMENDATION •••• It is recommended that WIN place a high priority upon 
establishing at least a positive attitude toward employment on the part of 
the mandatorily referred recipient. It is further recommended that negative 
responses be aggressively pursued in concert with the Department of Human 
Services to remove those individuals, if appropriate, from AFDC. 
- 9 -
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Subsection 4 
Exhibit 4 
Referrals (February, 1975) - Placeable-WIN-Related Job Entries 
Classif:1.cation 
Placed by w:rn 
WIN-Related Self-Obtained Employment 
Total WIN-Related Job Entries 
(Percentage of Referrals 
(Percentage of Placeable 
JL 
28 
2 
FINDING •••• 30 individuals or 20.5 percent, or about one out of every 
five participants, who are potentially placeable, received employment 
attributable to WIN services. Looking at the larger picture, 9 percent or 
nine out of every one hundred AFOC recipients, who were referred to WIN, 
received employment attributable to WIN services. The former point is 
clearly the more important of the two. 
Any decisions concerning the adequacy of the 20.5 percent success rate would 
necessarily be entirely dependent upon first-hand and thoroughly researched 
knowledge of available job opportunities existing in the state at the time 
covered in the study. The scope of our examination did not include the 
acquisition of such data. In Section C of Chapter III of this report we 
seek to apply success data of this type against program cost. "Of this type" 
is emphasized because different WIN cases were used in the development of 
Section C for technical reasons pertinent to that phase of the overall study. 
CRrTERIA • c •• Documented evidence recorded in WIN case folders, along with 
verification of employment based upon records of Human Services AFDC and 
Manpower Affairs quarterly reported wages by employers, was used in determin-
ing WIN-related job entries. Placements made by WIN were clearly identifiable. 
WIN-Related Self-Obtained Employment required documented evidence of WIN asso-
ciated training which was influential or beneficial in obtaining employment. 
Subsection 5 
GENERAL OBSERVATION 
FINDING • • • • WIN offices do not possess an effective method for identifying 
all. available candidates for particular-type jobs as the jobs become available. 
This causes WIN to draw upon the more recent and, therefore, more familiar re-
ferrals to the Progra.,m. in filling job vacancies. It would seem advisable for 
an employment agency such as WIN to be readily aware of all candidates for jobs 
_, 
as the jobs become available, regardless of the participants length of time in 
the Program since referral. 
- 10 -
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RECOMMENDATION • • • • It is recommended that in addition to the current 
filing system, which is oriented primarily to :f'u.lfilling federal reporting 
requirements, WJN begin a system of filing unemployed participants' names 
under pa~icular job classifications. We do not necessarily believe that 
more placements would result from such a system, however, general efficiency 
should be enhanced and chances improved for long-time WIN registrants to be 
utilized in filling new job openings. 
Note: Exhibits 5 and 5a present an overview of the status as of January 31, 
1976, of all referrals in the sample month of February, 1975. 
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CHAPI'ER III 
FJNDTilGS 
(Continued) 
SECTION B 
Phase II: Generated Savings 
Note: The job entries reflected in the following subsections are not, for 
reasons enumerated on page 3, the same job entries examined in Phase I. 
Subsection 1 
Eva.l.uation .A.-1.a.l.ysis of WIN-Related Job Entries in January, 1975 
Classification 
1) Non l-!IN-Related Job Entries 
2) WIN-Related Job Entries 
Total WIN B._eported Job Entries, January, 1975 
Exhibit 6 
JL _1_ 
67 50.4 
66 49.6 
133 100.0 
GENERAL • ~ • • In answer to our request, WIN reported to us that there 
were 133 job entries in the month of January, 1975. It was then necessary 
for the evaluators to identify those job entries that actually resulted 
from the efforts of WIN. 
CRITERIA •••• Each participant's case record was reviewed for documenta-
tion of: date of placement, name of company, hours worked and rate per hour, · 
type of work, follow-up (determining whether still on the job after 30 days) 
and a.ny pertinent information which could be used in ascertaining if the job 
entry was related to the efforts of WIN. 
Subsection 2 
Exhibit 7 
Non WIN-Related Job Entries 
Cld.ssification JL _j_ 
1) Self Obtained Employment Unrelated to WIN 45 67.2 
10 14.9 
12 17.9 
2) Plac·ements less than 30 days or 30 hours per week 
3) Inva.l.i~~ claimed WIN Placements 
Total Non WIN-Related Job Entries 
__jJ_ 100.0 
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-FINDING ..... With regard to item #1, 67.2 percent of the non WIN-related 
job entries or 33.8 percent of all reported job entries in this month con-
stitute parti~ipants Who have obtained employment through their own efforts. 
With regard to item #2, 14.9 percent of the non WIN-related job entries or 
7.5 percent of all reported job entries recorded in this month are placements 
according to definition, but fall short of the intended goal in shi:f'ting from 
welfare dependency to self-support through stable employment, due to the short 
duration and/or lack of substance of the employment. 
The 12 reported job entries in item #3 represent invalidly claimed placements 
and make up 17.9 percent of the non WIN related job entries or 9 percent of 
all reported job entries. The 12 are analyzed in greater detail as follows: 
Exhibit 7a 
Invalidly Claimed WIN Placements - January, 1975 
Classification JL _j_ 
1) Employed Prior to Claimed Placement 7 58.3 
2) No AFDC Relationship (Prior 5 or more Months) 3 25.0 
3) Should have been reported as On-the-Job Training 2 16.7 
Total Invalidly Claimed WIN Placements 12 100.0 
-
FINDING • • • • In item #1, 58. 3 percent of invalidly claimed WIN placements 
or 5.2 percent of all reported job entries consist of participants who were 
already employed by the same employer prior to the claimed WIN placement. 
Care was taken to assure that the situation was not simply a one or two · month 
late-claimed placement. Two district offices produced instances of this type; 
four in one office and three in another. In each case, the district manager 
was con8ulted, but was unable to satisfactorily explain why these seven place-
ments were claimed in January, 1975 when employer payroll records of the 
Department of Manpower Affairs indicated the individuals had been employed 
for some t~e prior. Due to agreements made with WIN personnel at the begin-
ning of the 8tudy, we did not check with either the participant or the employer 
to learn more of the circumstances surrm.mding the situation. 
RECOMMENDATION • • • • It is recommended that this matter be pursued to its 
ultimate conclusion by appropriate officials of the Department of Manpower 
Affairs .. 
FINDlliG •••• Item #2 on exhibit 7a represents 3 participants who had not 
been recipiEmts of .AFDC for five months or more prior to placement, making 
the placeme11ts not truly productive with regard to WIN's goals. 
FINDING • • • • Item #3 on exhibit 7a represents 2 participants, initially 
classified as placements correctly, but subsequently changed to an OJT train-
ing status: retroactive to their placement. (OJT is subsidized employment). 
- 15 -
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Subsection 3 
Exhibit 8 
WIN-Related Job Entries 
Classification JL _j_ 
61 92.4 
_5 ~ 
1) Actual WIN Placements (Per EvaJ.uation) 
2) Self -Obtained Employment Related to WIN 
Total WIN-Related Job Entries 66 100.0 
-
Percentage of the Total Reported Job Entries 49.6 
FINDING •••• Item #1 represents 45.9 percent of all reported job entries 
in January, 1975 and were actual WIN placements. 
FINDING • • • • Item #2 represents 5 cases which should be included to present 
a fair placement survey, even though Federal regulations mandate that these 
job entries cannot be considered as placements. 
CRrTERIA • • • • Inclusion in the latter classification was based upon relat-
able training either given or acquired for the participant by WIN. 
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Subsection 4 
AFIX! GRANT SAVINGS GENERATED 
GENERAL • • •• Reducing the cost of AFIX! is a major value to be derived 
from the lvJN Program. To this end, a substantia.l amount of earnings will 
directly affect the ca.lculated grant amount. Therefore, the AF1X! grants 
of the 66 recipients entering employment with the assistance of WIN were 
analyzed to determine the amount of grant savings produced :f'rom such employ-
ment for a period of time "up to 12 months." The phrase "up to 12 months" 
is used due to the fact that available records at the start of the examina-
tion extended only through January, 1976; thereby making that date the man-
datory ~nding point for ca.lculating generated savings. Additiona.lly, it 
was le&~ed that savings did not a.lways extend the full 12 month period for 
various reasons, such as the end of employment or the termination of the 
grant for ~ame reason other than employment. 
Savings are referred to in this n&rrative as being either potentia.l, actual 
or lost. 'I'he amount of money applicable to each category was arrived at by 
a thorough review of each participant's AF1X! records and a care:f'ul. reca.lcu-
lation of the individual grants by the eva.luators using earnings data. Earn-
ings not reported to the AFIX! office were acquired :f'ram employer payroll re-
cords at the Department of Manpower Affairs. Work related expenses allowed 
as a reduction to income in the ca.lculation of grants were estimated, if not 
known, utilizing data gained from an earlier study of the AF1X! Program con-
ducted by the evaluators. 
A reading of the next paragraph should lead to an understanding of the tenns: 
"Potentia.l" "Actual" and "Lost" savings as well as the tenn "No Potentia.l" 
' , , ' for savings~ 
CRITERIA •••• The following is the criteria used for classif'ying job entries 
as no potentia.l, potentia.l, actual and lost. The bracketed figures are used 
in aiding the reader to identify the various classifications with subsequent 
materia.l. 
A number of WIN-related job entries did not earn a sufficient amount of money 
from tht:ir employment to produce savings to the AFIX! Program and were classi-
fied as "No Potentia.l" ( 22 of the 66). However, some did earn enough money 
to produce 13.t least a "Potentia.l" for savings (44 of the 66). A number of 
those creati.ng potentia.l savings produced "Actual" savings; that is to say, 
these participants actua.lly caused the AFIX! ProgrRm to realize at least a 
portion of the potentia.l for savings created by their employment ( 40 of the 44). 
· others, a.lthough reflecting sufficient earnings to do so, did not actua.lly 
achieve ,!5l of the potentia.l savings and were classified as "Lost" savings 
(4 of 44). Therefore, the latter individuals added to those achieving only 
part of their potentia.l savings results in the toa.l number reflecting "Lost" 
savings ( 4 + 20= 24). 
The following exhibit analyzes the 66 cases with regard to both their potential 
for savings and their actual savings. 
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STATE DEPARTMENT OF AUDIT 
/." "• 
FniDmG • • • • The evaluators determined the amount of potential savings, 
in the twelve months subsequent to job entry, to be $26,191 or 22.9 percent 
of the $114,579 in A.FDC grants that the 66 participants would have been 
eligible to receive without WIN created employment. (See Exhibit 11) 
We believe the potential for savings to be more important than actual savings 
when analyzi..""lg the value of the wm Program. The reason for this opinion is 
that the difference or "Lost" savings are not attributable to the WIN Program, 
rather, represent administrative shortcomings of the AFDC (grant) Program. 
Therefore, it may be stated, that the wm Program potentially reduced by 22.9 
percent the cost of AFDC grants for the 66 persons (or cases) in our sample. 
Furthermore, we believe our sample to be representative of the WIN Program. 
We know of n'J general standard of acceptability for savings and, therefore, 
the adequacy or acceptability of the amount of savings is not judged by the 
evaluators. (Later in this report, the overall costs of the WIN Program will 
be related to program achievement in terms of wm-related job entries and 
resulting "true" savings to the taxpayer.) 
Federally m.J.ndated disregard of portions of earned income in the calculation 
of grants make it very difficult for earnings to effect a substantial impact 
on the amount of a grant. Such "disregards" include the first $30.00 and 
one-thb.·d of the balance of gross monthly earnings as well as work related 
expensee (including child care, taxes, noon meals, etc. ) • 
21.6 percent of the potential savings or $5,663 was found to be lost due to 
various a.dministrati ve shortcomings involved in the timely and accurate 
acquisition and utilization of earnings information by the AFDC Program. 
Most of the loss occurred in the first three months subsequent to job entry: 
% of 
Month Lost Savings Total Loss 
--
February, 1975 $1,644 29.0 
.March, 1975 1,486 26.3 
April, 1975 913 16.1 
$4,043 71.4 
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Exhibit ll 
1) Applicable AFDC Grants Prior to Employment 
2) Potential Savings Resulting from Earnings 
3) Actual Savings Due to Inclusion of Earnings in Grant Computation 
4) Lost Savings Due to Failure to Include Earnings in Grant Computation 
$20,528 (3) 
Actual Savings 
17. Cf'/o 
$114,579 (1) 
Applicable AFDC Grants Prior to Ernploymen 
100% 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF AUDIT -21-
( 
---. 
CRITERIA • • • • The criteria utilized to ascertain savings are somewhat 
complex to describe in all of their detiUl, but, we allude to certain points 
for the benefit of program administrators. Suffice it 'to say, we computed 
what the individual grants would have been for the twelve month period had 
it not been for the WIN-related job entries of these AFDC recipients. We 
then calcul~ted what the grant would be with earnings incorporated in the 
computation. The difference was classified as potential savings produced 
by WJN. 
RECOMMENDATION • • • • A recommended solution to the loss of savings due to 
late reporting of earnings is the retroactive calculation of future grants 
rmtil such t :i.me as the loss is recovered. Presently, retroactive AFDC pay-
ments are 1Il8.d.e to recipients when employment is tenninated and a portion of 
the benefits are lost during the conversion time. Conversely, it would seem 
logical to apply this same technique to the opposite set of circumstances. 
Furthennore, knowledge of the enforcement of this recommended change might 
be expected to bring about more timely and accurate reporting of earnings 
by those individuals inclined toward late or no reporting of earnings. 
FINDING •••• The 66 WIN-related job placements reflected the :following 
effect with regard to termination and reduction of AFDC grants: 
Exhibit 12 
Effect of Employment # of ••••••••• Savings •••••••••••• 
on AFDC Grants Recipients ~ Actual Lost Potential 
Terminated 10 15.2 $11,405 $1,898 $13,303 
Reduced 30 45.5 9,123 2,559 u,682 
No Actual Effect 
(Potential only) 4 6.0 None 1,2o6 1,2o6 
No Effect 
(Potential or Actual) 22 33.3 None None None 
Totals 66 100.0 $202528 $21663 $26,121 
-
--
The 22 placements which reflected no reduction of the AFDC grant can be attrib-
uted to two main reasons. The first reason has been mentioned previously in 
this report and concerns the federally mandated disregards of portions of earn-
ed income in the calculation of grants which make it very difficult for earn-
ings to e:fft}ct an impact on the grant amormt. Such 11 disregards 11 include the 
first $30.00 and one-third of the balance of monthly gross earnings, as well as 
work related expenses. The second reason is primarily indicative of the time 
prior to the ratable system where an umnet need had to be absorbed before sav-
ings could be realized. 
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FlNDING •••• The recently adopted AFDC system o:f ratable reduction greatly 
enhances the potential :for savings resulting from earnings. Since our sample 
period includes the October 1975 advent of the "ratable reduction" system in 
the calculation of AFDC grants, the beneficial e:ff'ect o:f such a system can be 
demonstrated. Ratable reduction, although simple enough in application, is 
somewhat difficult to explain, particularly due to the fact that it causes a 
reduction L1 benefits for some and an increase :for others. This seeming con-
tradiction results under "ratable" because income has a more profound impact 
on the cfll.culation of the grant amount than under the :former system. 
Reduced to its barest essentials, ratable reduction is a system whereby an 
AFDC recipient's income is deducted from a "ratably reduced" amount of need 
rather than the full actual need. The reduction referred to is intended to 
reflect the resources that the legislature believes it can make available for 
AFDC when approving the overall General Fund budget. As an additional matter, 
under ratable reduction, no administrative maximums apply, as was :formerly the 
case, and the full amount is paid a:fter deducting recognized income from the 
recognized need. 
Exhibit 13 
STh1PLIFIED EXAMPLE - EFFECT OF RATABLE 
( 1 parent with 1 child) 
Prior to Ratable Ratable 
Need 
Net Earnings 
Deficit 
Grant 
$205 
- 75 
$130 
$128* 
* Administrative Maximum 
Recognized Need ($205 x So%) 
Net Earnings 
Grant 
** No Administrative Maximum - full amount paid. 
Note: $39 savings to AFDC under ratable system. 
$164 
- 75 
A more definitive example of the effect o:f ratable on savings is as follows, 
utilizing tl!e cases in our sample: 
Exhibit 13a 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 4 MONTHS PRIOR AND SUBSEQUENT TO RATABLE 
June to September ( 4) Months Prior to Ratabl e 
Gross AFDC Grants (Before Earnings) 
Less: WIN Created Potential Savings 
Net AFDC Grants 
October to January ( 4) Months Subsequent to Ratable 
Grants 
$36,554 
6,372 
$30,182 
_1_ 
100.0 
17.4 
82.6 
Grants ..1_ 
Gross AFDC Grants (B1:!fore Earnings) 
Less: WIN Created Potential Savings 
Net AFDC Grants 
Note: Potential Savings Increased Due to Ratable System 
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$37,261 
11,973 
$25,288 
100.0 
32.1 
67.9. 
87. CJ'/o 
,,..- · . 
Subsection 5 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
GENERAL • • • • During the course of the study, some amount of attention 
was given to observing the relative success among the various WIN offices 
at producing AFOC savings. It was not actually our intention to discover 
and report if one office was producing better results than another, since 
many fact0rs might be involved in the reasons for a difference and it would 
not be fair to appear to discredit any particular office unless all of the 
reasons were thoroughly explored. The review did, however, produce an inter-
esting finding included here for the general information of all concerned. 
FINDmG •••• An anacysis of the potential savings generated from WIN-
related job entries in the month of January 1975 disclosed that there is some 
hazard in assuming that larger numbers of job entries create larger potential 
savings for the AFDC Program. For instance, the Lewiston office created 
$3,141 of potential savings with 23 WlN-related job entries, while the Bangor 
office created $7,406 of potentiar-savings with only 11 job entries. The 
Lewiston :per person average was $136 and the Bangor average was $673 leading 
to the observation that the number of placements is not necessarily a reliable 
indicatcr of the amount of savings produced. Rather, the quality of the place-
ment in termfl of earnings is the critical factor in the production of savings. 
GENERAL •••• As indicated in the Phase I portion of this study, additional 
savings can be produced by locating and administratively eliminating from 
AFOC, mandatory referrals actually unwilling to become employed. This policy 
would involv·e the follow-up of individuals collecting AFOC but not responding 
to communications from WlN. 
Note: The ~avings referred to above, cover a one year period of time. 
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CHAPI'ER III 
FlNDINGS 
(Continued) 
SECTION C 
Phase :;::II: Cost/Savings (utilizing Phase II Data) 
Subsection 1 
Costs: De~artments of Human Services and Manpower Affairs 
GENERAL •• 4 • Under the Social Security Act, the cost of WIN is to be 
appropriated using Federal funds of not more than 90 percent and the bal-
ance to be made up of state funds. Upon our request, each of the two de-
partments suOmitted a financial report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1975. Each report was analyzed to determine the nature of the costs and 
care waf: taken to determine that the costs reported were all-inclusive. 
The following is a breakdown by department of the expenditure of state and 
federal t'unds : 
Exhibit 14 
WIN EXPENDITURES FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1975 
Department Personnel 
Assigned State _j_ Federal _j_ Totals 
--
Ht.nnan Services 38 $156,448 19.1 $ 661,300 80.9 $ 817,748 
Manpowe~ Affairs 70 158 2753 10.0 124292878 90.0 12588 2631 
Totals loB $315,201 13.1 $2,091,178 86.9 $2,406,379 
-
FlNDING • • • • The state's share of expenditures for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1975 amounted to $315,201 and was 3.1 percent or $74,598 more than 
the usual 90/10 ratio that the departments anticipate as the standard cost 
ratio. A federal cutback of the federal appropriation to the state was the 
prime factor behind this greater than originally programmed use of state 
funds. The cutbacks were justified under the federal regulation which reads: 
"Funds may be used to meet no more than 90 percent - - -." 
RECOMMENDATION • • • • It is recommended that if the legislature desires to 
limit the state's fli~ancial participation in the WIN Program to 10 percent, 
future state appropriation acts include applicable wording to that effect. 
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Subsection 2 
Analysis Program Costs Versus AF:OC Savings 
GENERAL • • • • The savings referred to previous]¥ in Section B are on]¥ 
the savings to the AF:OC Program in the form of grant reductions brought 
about by employment generated for AFOC recipients by the WIN Program. 
Therefore, one must consider the costs of the WIN Program in calculating 
true savings to the taxpayer. Ideal conditions do not exist for exact cal-
culations, hv-wever, we believe that the data acquired in this study provides 
a very reasonable base for analyzing the financial benefits to the taxpayer, 
if any, from the WIN Program. 
The 1974-75 federal and state costs of operating the State of Maine WIN 
Program were $2,406,000 or $200,500 on an average month]¥ basis. There 
were in the statistically typical month of January 1975, 44 WIN-related 
job entries that produced same amount of potential savings to the AFDC 
Program during the course of the ensuing twelve months. That means there 
were 44 financially successful job entries created in one month and a month]¥ 
Program cost of $200,500 (average) for a cost of $4,556 per producer of 
potential se.vings to the AFOC Program. January 1975 was typical in terms of 
the number o!' job entries in one month, and therefore, provides a base for 
examining the costs of creating savings producers for the AF:OC Program 
against the potential savings produced. 
FINDING ~ • • • A detailed study of the 44 WIN-related job entries in 
January 1975 that created potential savings to the AFDC Program revealed 
the foll.mring: 
1.) 20 ceased producing AFOC savings during the 1st year after job entry 
2!1- produced AF:OC savings in the 13th month after job entry 
44 
2.) 20 x $1+,556 individual cost: 
24 x $4,556 individual cost: 
44 
$ 91,120 to be liquidated with AFDC savings 
109,344 to be liquidated with AFDC savings 
$200,464 
3.) 20 potentially saved AF:OC $ 6,456 during 1st year following job entry 
24 potentially saved AFDC 19,735 during 1st year following job entry 
44 $26,191 
4.) $200,464 WIN cost to be liquidated before true savings begin 
- 26,l91 Potential AFDC savings in 1st year 
$174,273 WIN cost remaining to be liquidated after initial year 
5. ) 20 prc-duced no potential for savings af'ter 12th month 
24 produced potential (and actual) AF:OC savings of $3,013 in 13th month 
44 
6.) $174,273 ~ $3,013: 57.8 additional months necessary to recover the costs 
of the WIN Program 
Note: There are no true savings to the taxpayer until almost 6 years after 
one month's job entries (1 year plus 57.8 months) when the overall costs of 
the WIN ?rogram will be recovered, butd on]¥ if those individuals producing 
savings in the 13th month continue pro ucing savings at the same rate. 
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In summary, it can be said that while potential savings to the AFOO Program 
begin :innn~diately af'ter job entry, true savings to the taxpayer do not begin 
until at least 6 years after job entry due to the overall cost of operating 
a WIN PI·ogram. We believe the above portrayal of information to be fair in 
that it recognizes that there is a total cost to maintaining a WIN Program 
that is aimed at assisting AFOO recipients in finding gainfUl employment and 
that the cost of maintaining a WIN Program can only be borne by those indi-
viduals who produce savings and/ or the taxpayers. 
WlN management personnel point to savings in other areas by working AFOO 
recipients such as; food stamps, tax monies produced, etc. and we do not 
dispute this claim, but feel the impact of such savings are quite limited 
unless employment acquired results in substantial earnings. As still another 
matter, tax credits are frequently given to employers of WIN placed AFOO re-
cipients thereby creating additional costs. Suffice it to say, the entire 
subject of costs and benefits becomes very complex with many points to be 
examined. 
CRITERIA • • • • The criteria used in arriving at the above findings are 
believed to be basica.D.y self-explanatory. It should be stated, however, that 
the total cost of the Program which was used in the development of the findings 
includes costs other than simply those associated with ini tia.D.y locating em-
ployment. Within the context of its use in the finding, it is our opinion that 
such is fitting and proper in portraying the overall condition. 
GENERAL • • • • The purpose of the WIN Program as stated in the federal Social 
Security Act (see attachment 2) is to bring AFOO recipients into employment in 
the regular economy, " - - thus restoring the families of such individuals to 
independence and use:f'ul roles in their communities". (emphasis added) Actually, 
no mention i:J made of savings to the AFOO Program in the stated purpose of the 
WIN Program, however, since the savings generated by WIN is of such obvious 
value to the taxpayer, we have basically devoted this report to that subject. 
It must be noted that while there may be degrees of "dependence", there are no 
degrees of "independence". An individual or a family either is or is not 
financially independent. Although the standard presents stringent criteria 
by which to judge the WlN Program, we believe it is necessary to compare this 
type of ~ desired result with the overall cost of the Program to determine if 
the Program is accomplishing its stated purpose at an acceptable cost to the 
taxpayer. (It should not be overlooked that the purpose goes on to indicate 
that individuals are expected to acquire a sense of dignity, self-worth, and 
confidence and that the example of a working adult will have beneficial effects 
on the children in such families. These matters were not studied.) 
FINDmG • • • • 10 participants earned sufficient monies from the January 1975 
WIN-related job entries to become financially independent from AFOO at some 
point during the ensuing 12 months. The average monthly cost of conducting a 
WIN Program is approx~tely $200,500 (FY 75) for a cost per individual made 
independent of $20,050. 
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These 10 individuals were found to have potentially saved AFDC a total of 
$13,303 in t~e first year after job entry (based upon grant amounts at the 
time of leaving the AF:OC Program, adjusted for ratable). Utilizing the 
savings amo~~t in the 13th month of $1,497 it can be seen that another 125 
months of savings is necessary to absorb the remaining portion of the 
$200,500 average monthly Program cost. The total time required to absorb 
costs then becomes 11 years and 5 months provided savings are presumed to 
continue at the same rate. The average age of the youngest child involved 
in these 10 situations was 7.6 at the 13th month, indicating grant 
eligibility based upon age would end at approximately at the same point 
that coats &.re absorbed and with · no true savings to taxpayers realized. 
We anticipate a question in the minds of some as to the appropriateness of 
including all costs of the Program into a calculation affecting only the 10 
described individuals. We believe this technique to be entirely appropriate 
since it is assumed that all costs of WIN are actt~y directed toward the 
ultimate WIN goal of making AFDC recipients (financially) independent and 
since there is no way that it can be predetermined whi~h participants will 
became (financially) independent. Therefore all costs are associated with 
this goal. 
In our opinion, however, it is not fair to judge the overall value of the 
WJN Program solely on the basis of how m.any AFDC recipients the Program 
caused to become independent, regardless of the stated purpose of the Pro-
gram. We believe a more accurate portrayal is reflected· in the earlier 
e.ne.lysis of savings versus costs that included partial reductions to grants • 
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Attachment #2 
80CJAI, s~;cumTr ACT-I-13l(c) 217 
(2) for contracts ot· jointly finanrrd cooperative nrr:mgrmcnts 
with .Stntl's and public and other or~anizatious aud u~Pncies for 
Uw condwt. of n•sparcll, special projects, or dcmoustration proj-
tcts n·lat in~ to sul'lt tnattNs. 
(h) Payuwnts of g-rants or under contracts ot· cooperative arrangc-
lltt>uts llltd•~r this srct.ion 111ay bv made in adranc1~ or by way of reim-
bursrmrnt, and in such in~t:dlnH·tth, as th1· :-)l'l'tTlary may determine; 
nnd shall iJc mad1~ on such conditions as the Secretary finds necr.s-
snry to carry out the purpos<•s of the grants, contr:H:ts, or other 
nrrnngemcllts. 
Part C-Work Incentirc Program for Hrcipients of Aid Under 
State Plan Approved Under Part A 
Pur nose 
See. 430. The purpose of this part is to require the establishment of 
a pi'Ograr.t utiliJf.ing- all avnilal>le manpower scnices, including those 
authorized under ot.her pro\· isions of law. liiH.ler which individuals re-
cch·ing ai•.l to families with dependent. childrrn will be furnished in-
centives, opportunit ics. and nei.·essa ry services in order for (1) the 
employment of such individuals in the regular economy, (2} the train-
ing of such indidduals for work in the rrgular economy, and (3) the 
patticipation of such individuals in public sen·ice employrncnt, 1~ 
restoring the families of sue h individuals to indl'nl'ndrnrl~ :~wl usr.ln l 
roles in their commtmitics. lt is expected that the indinduals partlc-
lpatmg in the program cstal>lishcd under this part will acquire a sense 
of dignity, srlf-worth, and confidence which will flow frorr1 bein~ rec-
ognized as a wage-eamin:; member of society and that the example 
of a working adult in these families will have beneficial effects on the 
hildrcn in such families. · 
Appropriation 
Sec. 431. ( n) There is herr by nuthorizr.d to be appropriated to the 
Secretary of Health, Edncation, and WPifnre for each !i ~; ca.l year a 
smn suflieil'nt to earry out t lw Jllll'po:>es of this part. The ~ecrdn 1·y of 
Hl'alth. Education, and W elfare shall t.mns fer to the ~-~l~errtary o( 
Labor fr~nn lime to time :;uniciPnt amounts. out oft he moueys :1.ppro-
printcd pu1·~;uant to this Sl·ction, to enable him to cany out such 
purposes. 
(b) Of the amounts exp<~ ndrod from fund s appropriated pursuant 
t.o subsc-:-tion (a) for any fi scal ye:tr (conunencing with th(• fiscal year 
ending June :10, 1H7.1), not lL•ss than ;-:;\1,-!1 Jll'r erntum thf'.rrof shall be 
expended for carrying out tlll' program of on-th e-job tmining referred 
to in section ·1:l2(b) (1) (B) and for carrying out the prog rarn of pub-
lic. sen· icc em ploy nwnt ref,•rTrd to i 11 srct ion . [;)~ (h) ( 3). ~ 
(c) Of the stuns appropriated pursuant. to subsection (a) to cnJTy 
OUt the J'-l'lH'i~ions of this p:trt for 1111~· fi c:e:tl ,\'l':\1' (cOillllll:lll'illl!, with 
tho fiscal y<•ar ending ,)unt• :10, 1!>7:\), not b ;s than 50 percent shall Le 
•J>.J,. 0~- ~:.'3, ' ~r . ~(h) (I l. ln"~rt•~l ''pnhllc ~rnl (·r ~mpl• •ymrul" In ll~n or "•prclnl work 
proJ~rl~" . t·: n,•,•tll'r .July 1. 1:112. 
'l'.L. 11:!-:.!~3, •cc. :qu) ~ ~: ), nd<J,...J ~c c. 4:ll(IJ) . l:ffo•dii'C July I, 1!172. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Phase I - Rate of Placement 
Only 43.7 percent of all AFDC recipients referred by the Department of 
Human Services to the WIN Program, for the purpose of bringing about 
independence through gainful employment, can be considered as actually 
placeable in employment due to the particular circumstances involved in 
each case. Some of the non-placeable referrals that consume the time and 
effort of the WJN staff could be avoided by a change in the federal regu-
.lations that require the referral of AFDC recipients already working full-
time and by a more strict and careful application of exemption criteria by 
AFDC personnel. 
.Al.ong these same lines, certain otherwise exempted persons volunteer for 
WJN services although not truly desirous of receiving such. This is some-
times brought about by an inappropriate implication contained in the appli-
cation form that AFDC benefits will be denied unless recipients volunteer 
for WIN employment-producing services. Many times these volunteers learn 
of their non-obligation and drop from the Program a:f'ter consuming the time 
of WJN persormel. A change in the application form' s phraseology should 
serve to red,lce the rate of incidence of such an occurrence • . 
27.3 percent of the placeable referrals (or 12 percent of the total referrals) 
in a given month become· employed at some point during the one year period 
folloWing the month of referral, but not all are due to the efforts of WJN: 
Pln.ced by WJN 
Wlll-Related Self-Obtained Employment 
Non WIN-Related Self-Obtained Employment 
19.2% 
1.3 
6.8 
27.3% 
(28) 
( 2) (10) 
(40) 
A thorough review of the records on file in the regional WIN offices revealed 
little, if any, evidence of WJN pursual in 54.1 percent of the referrals 
(79 of 146). Again, it is possible that in view of the job market existing 
at the time, there may have been no justification in the minds of WJN officials 
for the expenditure of time and effort to ana.l.yze those cases. It must be 
remembered, however, that individuals can be removed from AFDC payrolls if they 
ref'u.se to aceept empl0'Ylllent or WIN training. Therefore, all referrals should 
be vigorously pursued to determine their true intentions toward accepting em-
ployment. In our opinion WIN officials should take a strong position in this 
matter and exercise available legal and regulatory prerogatives. 
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The rate of ~uccess for the WIN Program in bringing about employment (other 
than subsidized o.rr) is 20.5 percent of the placeable referrals. Ariy judg-
ment as to the adequacy of this rate must be tempered with precise and ac-
curate knowl~dge of the existing job market during the one year period ex-
amined and that matter was not included within the scope of this review. 
Therefore, we make no judgment as to the adequacy of the rate and, instead, 
refer the information to WIN officials and others for their consideration. 
The possibility exists that general efficiency in job placement could be . 
enhanced somewhat through a refinement in the present filing system. Under 
the proposed system, unemployed participants' names would be filed by general 
job-type classifications in addition to the present system designed to meet 
certain fedel'al requirements. As specific-type jobs then become available, 
a brief refel'ence to the described file should disclose all available candi-
dates. The change is not likely to increase the number of WIN placements 
but should, ~s stated, serve to enhance general efficiency. 
Phase II - Generated Savings 
(Not Related to Data Base Reflected in Phase I) 
Only 49.6 percent (66) of the job entries recorded and reported by WIN as 
occurring in a statistically typical month can be directly attributed to 
the efforts of WIN. The other job entries during the month represent indi-
vidua.ls who succeed iri obtaining employment with no assistance f'rom the WIN 
Program. 
67 percent (44) of the WIN-related job entries produce a potential for AFOC 
savings of $26,191 in the first year after the month of job entry due to the 
amount of earnings and their effect on the calculation of grant amounts. Be-
cause the Al''lX! Program fails to either ilmnediately or retroactively reflect 
earnings in grant calculations, the full amount of savings is frequently not 
realized~ resulting in a partial loss of potential savings. Particularly 
since t~e AFDC Program retroactively calculates a grant in the event of an 
under pa.ymeilt due to terminated employment, a grant should be retroactively 
calculated to realize savings beginning with the date of employment. 
The advent of the "ratable reduction" system for calculating the amount of 
AF:OC grants creates a substantial favorable impact upon the potential for 
savings. The potential for WIN-produced savings is enhanced by 87.9 percent 
under this system, thereby greatly increasing the value of the WIN Program. 
The reader is cautioned, however, to review the examination of savings com-
pared to Program costs, as reflected in Section C of Chapter III. 
It was observed in the sample that 23 WIN-related job entries from one par-
ticular WIN office produced in the one year period following job entry 
$3,141 in potential savings ($136 per person), while only 11 WIN-related job 
entries f'r~ another WIN office produced $7,406 in potential savings ($673 
per person). Such an observation leads to the obvious conclusion that the 
"number" of placements is not alwSi)Ts an adequate indicator of the production 
of savings.. WIN officials should determine if it is possible to combine the 
merits o'£ emphasizing, among the staff, the importance of the number of place-
ments wj.th the merits of emphasizing perhaps fewer, but, higher qua.lity place-
ments in t~rms of savings produced. "Fewer" placements presumes a greater de-
mand on available time and funds to produce job entries with larger earnings. 
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Phase III - Cost/Savings 
(Utilizes Phase II Data Base) 
The savings p1·oduced for the AFDC Program by WIN-related employment must be 
examined in light of the overall costs of the WIN Program which is designed 
to develop gainful employment in the regular economy for AFDC recipients, 
thereby creating the potential for savings of public welfare funds. In fiscal 
year 1974-75, $2,4o6,ooo was expended on the WIN Program in the State of Maine; 
$315,000 in state fUnds and $2,091,000 in federal funds. 
It was observed that the state's share of WIN expenditures came to 13.1 percent 
of the total expenditures rather than the anticipated and budgeted rate of 10 
percent. This occurred as the result of a cutback in federal f'unds during the 
fiscal ye~ • . It is recommended that if the state wishes to limit its partici-
pation to 10 percent, then future appropriation acts should contain restric-
tions to that effect. (3.1 percent unanticipated excess: $74,598). 
Federally legislated "income disregards" used in the computation of AFOC grants 
make it relatively difficult for earnings from employment to decrease or elim-
inate grants.. However, the state's recently adopted "ratable reduction" tech-
nique does serve to substantially improve this situation. When such reductions 
do occur as a result of employment brought about through the efforts of the WIN 
Program, the grant reductions are referred to as AFDC savings. 
It is ou:r opinion, however, that the term "savings" is misleading in that, al-
though se.ving8 are :llmnediately realized in the AFOC Program, true savings do 
not begin for taxpayers until the costs of the WIN Program are absorbed · by such 
so-called savings. The total costs of WIN are calculated in our analysis to be 
absorbed by AFDC savings since the overall goal of the Program is to bring 
recipients to independence through gainful employment in the regular economy 
and the achievement of that goal has an overall cost. The only way to recover 
that cost or investment, if it is to be recovered, is by means of the AFDC 
savings. 
A detailed examination of the savings produced by WIN-related job entries in · 
a statistically typical month indicates that the costs of the Wlli Program are 
such that 6 years of AFDC savings after the month of WIN assisted job entry 
are required to recover overall WIN costs. The technique utilized in arriving 
at the 6 year figure was based on lmown savings in the first 12 months. Also, 
the lmown savings of the 13th month were projected into the fUture to determine 
the time period necessary to recover one month of average WIN costs. 
There is, however, no real assurance that the AFDC eligibility of the families 
involved in the savings calculation of the 13th month would continue through 
the necessary 6 years. Since the average length of stay for a family in the 
AFDC program has .recently been placed through statistical research at 2.3 years, 
according to the Director of the Bureau of Social Welfare, it is very unlikely 
that .the costs of the Wlli Program would be recovered in 6 years. Therefore, it 
is unknown how many years in excess of 6 may actually become necessary to absorb 
costs by the families still creating savings. It must be pointed out that, al-
though it is financial.ly highly desirable for families to leave the AFDC Program 
as soon as possible, the amount of the grant terminated can not be viewed as WIN 
savings if AVDC eligibility ended for reasons other than WIN. (Savings include 
those families eliminated from AFDC as well as those receiving a reduced grant 
due to wm related earnings. ) 
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-Savings in other areas due to employment, such as: food stamps, tax monies 
produced, etc. are positive factors for the WIN Program, but, on the other 
side of the ledger, it must be remembered that tax credits are frequently 
authorized by the WIN Program to employers of AFDC recipients. The extent 
to which one offsets the other is unknown since the matter was not included 
within the scope of the study. Also not included within the scope of the 
study were any of the possible non-financial social benefits generated by 
the employment of AFDC recipients. 
The report addresses the interest of congress, as evidenced by the language 
of the Sociaj_ Security Act, in causing AFDC recipients to become independent. 
The emphasis on independence is so strong in the stated purpose of the Program 
that, despite the harsh standard that the term imposes, the report includes an 
analysis of how many families became independent in the sample and compares this 
number with ()Verall costs of the WJN Program. Overa.ll costs were utilized for 
reasons stated in the report, but, amount to the fact that independence is the 
stated purpose of the Program in addition to certain social values to be gained. 
10 families were found to have been made financially independent of AFDC in the 
statistically typical sample month due to the efforts of the WIN Program. The 
~erage monthly costs of WJN were $200,500 in fiscal year 1974-75 for a cost of 
$20,050 per family, assuming (financial) independence to be the goal of the WIN 
Program aside from the social values referred to previously. 
The analysis revealed that a total of ll years and 5 months of savings at the 
rate established at the point in time when AFDC grants ended, would be required 
to absorb the costs of the WIN Program. In our opinion, there is little reason 
to assume that eligibility conditions prior to employment would remain the same . 
long enough to theorize that costs could be recovered utilizing the criterion of 
independence. The reader is reminded that the average length of stay on AFDC is 
estimated. by the Department of Human Services to be 2.3 years. 
It is our opinion that the value of the WJN Program should not be judged solely 
on the basis of the mnnbers of families made independent of AFDC. We provide · 
the information here only because of the phraseology appearing in the Social 
Security Act~ Rather, we believe that a.l1 AFDC savings should be considered 
when examining the financial value of the WIN Program. When the latter crite-
rion is applied we project that WIN costs are not recovered for at least 6 
years and, assuming that the families' AFDC eligibility would remain the same 
during this period, only then would savings to taxpayers begin. 
In conclusion, it is our opinion that the WIN Program· is not self-supporting 
in terms of recovering its costs for the taxpayer by means of lowering the cost 
of AFDC through assistance in obtaining job entries. Since the WIN Program does 
not recover its own costs, it obviously can not be speculated that true taxpayer 
savings are :produced from this type of an investment. (It is acknowledged that 
. there is no e.ctual statutory requirement for self-support and savings.) 
We believe the WIN Program is not justified based on a purely financial analysis 
unless definitive long-range studies prove that: (1) a substantial number of 
AFDC recipients become sufficiently motivated from their WIN experience to obtain 
self pla.::ements in the regular economy af'ter the initial WIN placement has ter-
minated, or (2) the children of persons assisted into gainf'ul.. employment by WJN 
do not themselves become welfare recipients because of their parents' WIN expe-
rience. Without such definitive studies, the long-range financial benefits attri-
butable to the WIN Program, if any, become a matter of speculation and opinion 
based largely upon one's point of view. 
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In any eYent, the state is not in a position to abandon the WJlj Program 
since it is required under the Social Security Act if there is to be an 
AFDC Program. Any decision to tenninate or substantial.ly modi:t'y the Pro-
gram's policies belongs to the federal government. The state can only take 
care to limit its cash contribution to 10 percent, make administrative im-
provements to bring the described actual savings up to the :f'ull potential 
and, correspondingly, raise the potential for savings to the highest pos-
.sible level ·:~hrough the use of good and efficient management techniques. 
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·•· 1\'1. RIDEOUT, .JR. 
STATE AUDITOR 
STATE 0 F" MAINE 
DEPARTMENT OF" AUDIT 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330 
AREA CODE 207 
TEL. 289·2201 
OVERVIEW: DEPARTMENT RESPONSES vs. EVALUATION REPORT 
LESLIE .J. HANN 
DEPUTY STATE AUOITDA 
ROBERT 13. REDMAN 
DIRECTOR OF' MUNICIPAL AUDITS 
.JOHN L. PARRISH 
F'RAUD INVII:BTIQATIDN DIVISION 
We ·have careful.ly reviewed the responses of the two affected agencies to 
the report concerning the eva.luation of the WIN Program. Where deemed 
appropriate, adjustments have been made to the report to reflect certain 
comments of the agencies. A brief review of selected comments follows: 
Department of Ma.npower Affairs 
Pages 1 and 2, "Chapter II, Subsection 311 
The Agency questions our use of the term 11placeable11 in cases 
where records were not available at WIN or WIN could not locate 
the client. It is argued that certain client services must be 
certif~.ed by the Department of Human Services as available be-
fore a referral can be considered placeable. 
We would allow that other terminology might better be applied, 
such as; 11Awaiti:ng WIN Determination and/or Action11 , however, 
no cha.n.q;e is made to the report. 
Page 3, 11Ser.:tion. C, Subsection 1, Exhibit 1411 
The decisicn was made when working with the Department's accoun-
tant in gathering the costs of the Program to include the 6/30/75 
obligations as well as the actual expenditures. This was due to 
the fact th.at the particular records utilized included only the 
expenditurP.s obligated in the current year and not the unpaid 
obligations at 6/30/74. Since there was some difficulty in deter-
mining the exact amount of 6/30/74 obligations actually expended 
in 1974-75, we used what we believe to be a very adequate and 
accurate method for portraying costs; namely, 1974-75 actual ex-
penditures plus 6/30/75 obligations to actually be paid in the 
ensuing fiscal year. 
Page 4, "General Comments" 
The Agency quotes Department of Labor statistics which we choose 
not to examine in detail due to time limitations. It is apparent, 
however, that one major reason for a difference between these costs 
and those included in this report is that the DOL reflects all job 
entries in its calculation and we only reflect those that resulted 
in a potential (or actual) reduction in the cost of welfare. 
. ..--. 
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Department of Human Services 
Page 2, "Section B, Subsection IV" 
We made no attempt to identify payment errors as client or agency 
oriented. The point to the comment is simply that when it is 
learned by the AFDC Program that employment has started, it would 
seem reasonable to determine the correct starting date and assure 
that only the appropriate amount of grant is paid from that date 
forward. This would be true even if a retroactive claim against 
current gra..•t amounts were made necessary. To avoid an undue 
hardship such claims might be amortized over a period of time. 
Page 3, "Subsection V" 
The last question raised by the Agency is the correct one. The 
$673 amount represents a period of one year. A note to this effect 
will be made on the appropriate page of the report. 
Page 3, "Section c, Subsection 1" 
We checked ~gain with the Department's Deputy Commissioner of Manage-
ment, Budget and Policy and learned that he was unaware of any subse-
quent supplemental federal appropriation that restored the 9-1 match. 
Since we originally developed the information utilizing accounting 
records and consultation with the Deputy and the Department's budget 
specialist, the observation stands as reported • 
Although the re~onses of the two departments indicated conflicts with the infor-
mation and/or interpretations contained in this report, further analysis of their 
exceptions failed to disclose any documented or substantive evidence which might 
alter the major findings of this report. Therefore, only minor and very limited 
changes were made to the original draf't. 
We wish to acknowledge the cooperation extended by the staffs of both the Depart-
ment of Manpower Affairs and the Department of Human Services. 
Very truly yours, 
42<t:::;:::u 
Director, Program 
Review and Evaluation 
JAMES B. LONGLEY 
Governor 
~tatr of ~aim 
~rpartmrnt of ~anpowrr ~Hairs 
20 ~ttiott ~trret 
!-ususta, ~aim 04330 
Department of Audit 
Augusta, Maine 
July 9, 1976 
Attn: R. M. Rideout, Jr. 
Dear Mr. Rideout: 
ThaDk you for the opportunity to respond to 
your WIN Program evaluation report. 
Er.closed are the draft copies you requested 
along with our responses. 
Very truly yours, 
EMILIEN A. LEVESQUE 
Commissioner 
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION 
BUREAU OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY 
MANPOWER TRAINING DIVISION 
~~ . a . fie v~{-'t._ (_ / 
- t -M·..J 
RRG/kcd 
Emilien A. Levesque 
CoiliD.issioner 
CHAPrER I 
11Background of the WIN Program11 
This section presents ~ the background of "WIN II". At the time the 
Department of Audit started their evaluation the WIN Program was in a . 
transitional period. · We were in the process of implementing "WIN Redesign" 
which affected the method of operation within the program. 
The "Redesign" basically transferred the Registration and Deregistration 
processes to the Employment Service. During the period WIN II was in effect, 
many problems arose around the registration process. The information and the 
"Registration" forms transmitted to us were at best minimal, and not sufficient 
to make a reasonable determination as to whether or not the individual named 
could be a participant. Many of those registered as mandatory turned out to 
be exempt • . ')thers who "volunteered", when confronted with the fact that they 
could not get one to four years of post secondary education, "lost interest". 
The Income Maintenance Unit, who had deregistrations, would not deregister 
these people until they received a written request from the client to do so, 
hence the large number of "volunteers" in our files. This problem has been 
corrected under the "Redesign". 
CHAPrER II 
In the first paragraph reference is made to validly claimed placements. A placement, 
as defined by the Employment Service, occurs when: 
1. An emplcyer has an "opening" - the Employment Service selects or refers 
an individual to the employer, and he is hired. 
2. The Employm~nt Service has a client and a job development is done on his 
behalf which results in his employment. 
As a result of the foregoing definitions, WIN was losing credit for their efforts by 
not being able to take a "placement". One of the prime examples of this is our 
L.P.N. (Licensed Practical Nurse), graduates. We spend time and money to get clients 
through training and then they are "placed", or obtain employment directly from the 
school. This also occurs in many of the schools that we contract with. They have 
their own placement service which many of the graduates use. 
This condition was recognized and corrected under the "Redesign". We are assigned 
a goal of 11X" number of clients to "enter unsubsidized employment". This is a 
combination of "placements" and "obtained employment". Any WIN registrant who 
enters unsubsidized employment subsequent to registration will be counted and the 
savings computed. 
SUBSECTION 3: 
This section deals with referrals which the evaluator considered "placeable". 
His classification includes: 
1. Waiting for training 
2. Training in process 
If a participant needs training to become employable, we do not consider 
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him job ready, or "placeable". 
Exhibit 3a.l 
"No significant activity" This breakout includes such 
classifications as: 
1. No Records Available at WIN 
2. Cannot Locate Client 
If there were no records, the registration never arrived. 
On what basis are these people "placeable"? 
It is noted that all reference to the persons referred to the WINprogram are 
catagorized as participants. A participant is a registrant who has been selected 
by the WIN team to actively participate in an ongoing WIN component, i.e., 
Orientation, Institutional Training, Work Experience, OJT, etc. 
In order to participate, the registrant must first be certified by Human Services 
that all services necessary for participation have been provided. This has a 
profound effect upon the Mandatory Registrants. If services (child care, etc.) 
cannot be provided, then that person cannot be mandated to participate. This 
leads to the question, "were all the Placeable people referred to in the eval-
uation certified to accept employment"? This is obviously one point overlooked 
by the evaluator. 
SUBSECTION 5: 
CHAPTER III 
The sta'oiement, "WIN offices do not possess an effective method foto-
identif,ying all available candidates for particular type jobs as the 
jobs become available", is an opinion with little foundation. When 1 
a registrar.t or participant is job ready, they are assigned to a 
job developer. Each job developer has a case load for whom he is 
directly responsible. He attempts to develop or locate jobs that 
are suiteble for his case load. WIN job developers do not go out 
and solicit jobs and then try to find people to fit them. Theirs 
is the reverse approach which has proved successful in meeting our 
employment goals. 
SUBSECTION 2: 
The stateret!nt was made that "33.8% of all reported job entries in 
this month constitute participants who have obtained employment 
through thnir own efforts". WIN may not have contributed directly to 
their placement (i.e. job development) but it is not known whether 
or not these individuals had received counfeling or orientation. Many 
registrants, as a result of the concentrated efforts of our counselors, 
and their participa~ion in group orientation become motivated and seek 
and obtain employment on their own, this can be attributed to WIN 
indirec!!l. 
Responding to "Placements less than 30 days or 30 hours per week" the 
• 
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economi.c situation in Maine was quite critical. By February, 1975 
the unemployment rate had risen to 9.9%. We were fortunate to obtain 
temporary or even short term employment. There are instances where, 
as a pa~t of the employability plan, participants are placed in 
these p~sitions - usually as a result of dire · financial need. 
Exhibit 7a 
l. Employed Prior to Claimed Placement 
This problem was identified last year as a result 
of confusing guidelines. Attached are two (2) 
Series Letters issued by this office to clarif.y and 
correct the situation. 
2. No AFDC Relationship (prior 5 or more months) 
Once an employability plan is initiated, WIN has 
the prerogative to carry it through to completion, 
even though the AFDC grant might be closed. 
Example, a participant is enrolled in L.P.N. 
(Licensed Practical Nurse) ~raining at Central Maine 
Vocational, Technical Institute. She has completed 
30 weeks of the 52 week course. For some reason, her 
AFDC grant is closed. We retain her in the program until 
she completes training and becomes employed. It would be 
a gross waste of money to deregister her when the grant 
closed. 
3. Should Have Been Reported as OJT 
Although subsidized employment, an OJT meets all the 
requisites of a placement. Welfare savings are realized 
as a result of the OJT whether or not the employment is 
subsidized. 
SUBSECTION I 
~1ibit 14 
The figures shown for Manpower Affairs are in error. Those 
figures include resources on order. The actual expenditures 
~re as follows: 
State 
$136,324 
~ 
10.0 
Federal 
$1,226,913 
~ 
90.0 
Totals 
1,363,237 
r 
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General Comments 
The WIN Program in Maine is continuously monitored by D.O.L. (Department of 
Labor) personnel from the Regional Office in Boston. We are also accountable 
to Operational Planning and Control System (OPCS) personnel who "cost" out the 
program. Their report for Fiscal Year 75 provided the following information: 
1. Total entering insubsidized employment 1503 
2. Partici11ants still in OJT & PSE at end of FY75 149 
3. Cost per participant entering unsubsidized employment $1.351 
This figure does not include the Welfare agency cost. 1652 persons who 
were, or are on the AFDC rolls have derived benefit from the Work Incentive Program. 
Although the actual welfare savings were not computed, it would appear that the 
grant closures plus the grant reductions annualized would at least offset the D.O.L. 
(Department of Labor) cost shown above. 
We are in the process of completing our resports for Fiscal Year 76. The 
following information has been cdmpleted: 
1. Total e~tering unsubsidized employment 1539 
2. Participants still in OJT & PSE . 176 
3. The costs have not yet been completed, but it would 
appear that there will be no significant change from Fiscal Year 75. 
We are pleased that once again we were able to assist (directly or indirectly) 
1715 persons into employment. 
The WIN Program provides a necessary service to those persons whose circumstances 
forced them onto the AFDC rolls. The following quotation is from the WIN Program 
sixth annual report to the Congress: 
"Central to the ·work incentive concept 'is an affirmation of the work ethic --
that work is the acceptable means of maintaining livelihood. WIN introduces a 
discipline into the welfare system -- that those supported by public fUnds and 
able to work must accept employment, or preparation for employment, when 
offered, rather than passively subsisting with public support." 
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DAVID E . SMITH 
COMMISSIONEH 
Mr. Raymond Rideot\t 
State Auditor 
State House 
Augusta, Maine 04333 
Attn: Stanley R .. Sumner 
Dear Mr. Sumner: 
STATE OF MAINE 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333 
July 8, 1976 
We have read the draft report of the WIN program audit and the following 
are our comments on the findings. The response is developed by subsections of 
the report and restri~ted to those which pertain strictly or primarily to this 
Department's responsibility. Basically, the findings were anticipated and most 
of the problems raised regarding departmental responsibilities have either been 
already handled or are in process. 
A. Chapter I 
The background statement is acceptable as written. 
B. Chapter II 
The methodology for the study is accepted, but we do not believe that the 
"value" of the WIN program can only be equated with dollar savings; it must, 
in fact, evaluate the positive social impact on the recipient and the family 
constellation. Even though it is indicated that such was not studied, we 
would argue that the impact of the WIN program, good and bad, cannot be known 
unless a "measuring" is done of that component in addition to the financial 
analysis. Pe1.haps longitudinal studies are, in fact, important to demonstrate 
"true" savings to the taxpayers. On this point we would concur with the 
evaluators. 
Given the emplOYfuent market, the wage scale of Maine, and the work incentive 
disregards built into the AFDC program, we would agree that the major purpose 
of WIN - "inderendence" (from welfare) is certainly not realistic for this 
State. Maine emphasizes that a lessening of dependence on AFDC through employ-
ment is also a legitimate and valid goal of WIN for our recipients; we believe 
it is also a goal acceptable at the federal level. 
We have elabo~ated further in the report on the section about cost/savings and 
choose not to respond her~. 
C. Chapter III 
1. Section A 
Subsection I --Appropriately MESC's response. 
Subsection II - a. Finding #1 - We agree that the referral to the WIN 
program of persons currently employed i s time-consuming 
Mr. Rideout 
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for both this agency and MESC and nonproductive for 
the client. Until the law is changed, however, it con-
tinues to be a requirement. 
b. Finding #2 - During the time span studied, caseloads 
per assistance payments worker closely approximated 500. 
Therefore, the finding that we referred some who ultimately 
were non-placeable is accepted as a positive demonstration 
that referrals were being made despite unwieldy caseloads. 
Because of the nature and thrust of the program, we have 
always encouraged the referral of those few clients whom 
the given worker may think are of marginal capability to 
benefit from the WIN program. Such mandatory referrals 
are more appropriately evaluated for employment potential 
by the employment agency than ourselves. Therefore, we 
will re-evaluate performance in this area, but do not 
necessarily agree with either the finding or the recommenda-
tion. 
c. Finding #3 - We agree that the wording of this form 
may have been sufficiently ambiguous so some unnecessary 
referrals resulted. As of March 16, 1976, the registra-
tion responsibility was transferred (per federal regulation) 
to the Maine Employment Security Commission; page 14 of the 
application form is no longer used for registration purposes. 
Although this subsection primarily applies to MESC, we do accept a shared 
responsibility for assisting the "mandatory" client to develop a positive 
attitude toward employment. In-service training of our WIN social worker 
staff to further refine their skills to assist in this objective is 
scheduled for September this year. 
Subsections IV and V - Appropriately addressed by MESC. 
1. Section i! 
The sub~ections I, II, and III are appropriately addressed by MESC. 
Subsection IV 
We are cor.fused as to whether the potential savings lost (if we correctly 
understand the terms) is due to agency or client error. For example, if 
we were negligent in getting updated information on the computer, it is 
coded as an agency error and there should be no retroactive claim re-
quested against the recipient: If, however, it can be shown that the 
client was withholding information, consideration should be given to the 
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Subsection IV (continued) 
recommendation. Such a decision should consider the level of payments 
and the fact that the standards used are reflective of the cost of living 
in 1969. Furthermore, it has been the administrative position of this 
Department to the present, that we would not recoup overpayments from 
already inadequate grants. 
Subsection V 
There is coufusion as to the meaning of the second paragraph on page 24. 
We understand what is trying to be said, but the illustrations given 
leave the statement highly suspect. The number of families in January 
of 1975 who were receiving grants of $673 or more were practically 
nonexistent. The placements of the 11 in Bangor must have been in high 
paying Jobs or there is an error in reporting the figure, or the average 
figure stated is for a longer period than just one month? 
3. Section C 
Subsection I 
We disagree with findings and recommendations reported here and suggest 
that the figures should have been rechecked by the auditors. Had a review 
been dona, it would have been discovered that a subsequent supplemental 
federal c1ppropriation restored the 9-1 match; therefore, no more than 
10% of program costs were financed by State money. 
It should be stated here that our WIN program staff have been urged by 
their federal counterparts to utilize Title XX funded child care resources 
whenever possible. Primarily, this is because of limited WIN dollars and 
the capability of the Title XX funded service to continue furnishing 
necessary child care when WIN is no longer active in the case. Title XX 
is a Federal-State matched program at a 75%-25% ratio; therefore, it would 
not be unusual to find some 75%-25% funded services provided as a support 
to the WIN participant. 
Subsection II 
While historically the WIN program was not really expected to be self-
supporting but rather to be a resource for those who could benefit from 
the program as well as, in our opinion, a deterrent to those who wished 
to "use" the AFDC program without capitalizing on their own personal 
resources, the exploration of only one factor in arriving at ~ savings 
is an incomplete and suspect statement. The statement, "Suffice it to say, 
the entire subject of costs and benefits becomes very complex with many 
points to be examined" 1. is a valid viewpoint and should stand for this 
whole subsection. 
We would. agree that when all factors are considered, the program would 
probably ' not be self-supporting but we cannot agree with the dollar amounts 
1. p. 27 
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3. Section C - Subsection II (continued) 
attributed tc ~ savings nor with the general statements made because 
the method used in this section of studying only one factor of savings 
ist in our opiniont suspect in addressing the question of~ savings 
generated by the WIN program. 
Some overall observations: 
1. The difficulty which the evaluators recognized in explaining some of the 
administrative processes involved in administering the AFDC program (e.g.t 
rateable redcctiont the $30 and 1/3 income disregards) is symptomatic of 
a larger problem -- that of a program which was established to meet 
Society's needs 40 years ago, but which can no longer be "patched up" 
to meet the needs of today. It has been our position for some time that 
the logical answer to this dilemma can only be achieved through a carefully 
thought out, carefully planned and implemented, national welfare reform 
package. 
2. We found the major outline of this report to be of logical format. The 
development of the material, however, in the subsections, is difficult 
to follow and some of the terms used very confusing (for examplet "actual" 
vs. "potential" vs. "true" savings). Although we have no definitive 
corrective pLoposal to make, we would suggest some outline use with number-
ing as well as a setting forth of all recommendations in the summary 
section with reference to the respective part of the report. 
All of the preceding comments were prepared by staff people who I felt should 
have the opportunity to address the report and make observations. 
Let me assure you that each recommendation will be given deliberate analysis 
and it will also be referred to the Task Force on Human Services Program Monitoring 
to determine if the program should be discontinued or revised. 
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to this draft report. 
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